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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first purpose of this note is to give a simple probabilistic formula of 
the propagator of the quantum N-body problem using a type of collision 
process introduced in [S] to treat the linearized Boltzmann equation; this 
kind of process lives in the momentum space of the N-body problem and is 
deduced from the Maslov formalism [ 1,2,6] by specifying the potential to 
be the pairwise interaction potential of the N-body problem. 
The second purpose is to app!y the preceding formula to the non-linear 
Schrodinger equation in second-quantized version introduced by Jordan 
and Klein (see [4, 33) in 1927 to explain the duality waves-particles; Jor- 
dan and Klein proved that the second quantized non-linear Schrodinger 
equation is equivalent to the whole family of N-body problems for all 
N>2. From the probabilistic expressions of the N-body problem and the 
Jordan-Klein result, we deduce a probabilistic expression for the evolution 
of the canonical creation and annihilation operators; this formula is a 
probabilistic average in the algebra of operators acting on the Fock space. 
*This paper was begun during a visit of Professor Mark Kac m Paris in 1983 and con- 
tmued during a visit of B. Gaveau to the University of Southern Cahfornia (Los Angeles) in 
1984. Unfortunately, the sudden death of Professor Kac in October 1984 interrupted this 
work. We publish here a version which he could not revise, and all the mtstakes are to be 
attributed to the first author alone. 
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Section 2 recalls the formula for solving the usual Schrodinger equation 
in D variables; Section 3 specifies the formula for the N-body problem; Sec- 
tion 4 gives the relation between all the N-body problems and the non- 
linear Schrodinger equation. In Sections 5 and 6, probabilistic formulas for 
the creation and annihilation operator in momentum space and for the 
local number of particles operators are deduced. 
2. PROBABILISTIC FORMULA FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
THE SCHR~DINGER EQUATION 
(a) We shall recall, in this section, the formula for the solution of the 
Cauchy problem for the Schrodinger equation initially obtained by Maslov 
and Tchebotarev [6] and then also obtained in [ 1.21 by a different 
method. We suppose that x E RD and that W(x) is a given potential, and 
we shall also assume that the Fourier transform p(p) is a bounded 
measure of total mass m = j k&‘(p) dp. To be simpler, we shall also assume 
that I&‘(p) is a positive measure (but that hypothesis can be removed). Let 
us consider the Cauchy problem for the Schrodinger equation 
h&b h2cY2t+b 
--=yp+ W$ 
i (7r 
(I) 
$(L .Y)/,=o=$o(.~) (given function ). 
We define the Fourier transform on wave functions by 
In [l], we obtained the formula 
I)( t, x) = e”” [4,(k) dk E 
I 
(ifzP,““’ exp(i(X+p(l,>.s) 
where p(r) is a pure jump process in RD (more precisely the momentum 
space associated to RD) defined in the following way: call v(dtx dp) the 
Poisson measure associated to the measure A = dr x ( l@(p) x dp) on 
R + x RD; this means that for any Bore1 set A c R+ x R”, v(A) is a random 
Poisson variable with law 
A( A)” 
Prob(v(A) = n) = epn(A’T 
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and A + v(A) is a measure, and for any disjoint Bore1 sets A, ... A,, 
v(A 1 L-9 v(A,) are independent random variables. Then 
N(t) is the number of jumps of p(t) up to time 1. 
E is the mathematical expectation associated to this set of random 
variables. 
(b) We come back to formula (3) and perform a Fourier transform 
using the definition (2); it appears an integral over x 
1 cc exp ix ~~(l)+i-$)dx=6(p(r)+q) 
and we finally obtain 
I+&([, p)=emt E(exp( -iir(p(.s)-$‘ds) (ih)-N”‘eO(P-JIP(I))). (5) 
3. SOLUTION OF THE QUANTUM N-BODY PROBLEM 
(a) Now let XE R3 (or R); let V(x) be a function over lR3 (or R) with a 
positive integrable Fourier transform p(p). For any integer N 2 2, we con- 
sider the quantum N-body problem 
fia@, fi2 
--=LAN@N+ i at ( I<l</<N (6) 
where (x1 ,..., x,)eRD, D=3N (e ac X, is in R3), A, is the usual Laplace h 
operator in RD, a,,,= ON(t, x ,,..., xN). 
Denote dN( t, p1 ,..., pN) the Fourier transform of QN given by (2) and 
denote 
W,(x,...x,)= c V( x, - x,). 
I<I-cJ<N 
We can specify the results of Section 2 for this particular potential W,. 
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First. the Fourier transform of W is 
@v( P, ?..., PN) = 1 6(P,)X ... X&P,- 1)x Q(PL) 
1 Ll</QN 
x ... x6(p,m,)x6(p,+p,)x ‘.’ Xd(P,“), (7) 
where 6 is the Dirac mass at the origin in momentum space R3. Moreover 
the total mass m, of I@w is 
(8) 
(b) We can now describe the stochastic process P’,“‘(t) E R3” associated 
to I&.; call 
P’“‘(t) = (p\“‘(r),..., p!/‘(t)) (9) 
each piN’( t) E R’). 
Suppose that at time t =0 we start with a given configuration 
P IN’ = ( p1 ,..., /I,,,) of momenta of the N particles. Then we wait an exponen- 
tial holding time T, with law 
Prob(T,>t)=e-““‘. 
We choose at random a couple i < j of indices between 1 and N and define 
ppy 2) = pk if t< T, 
P:“‘( T, ) = Pk if k#i,j 
PlY T, ) = P, + 4 
Pj “‘( T, I= P, - 47 
where q is distributed in R3 with the law 
Prob( q E dq) = %) 4 - 
! v(q) 4 
and then we start with this new configuration independently of the past of 
T,. 
This process is very simple and in fact it is exactly the kind of process 
introduced in [S] to study the linearized homogeneous Boltzmann 
equation. 
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(c) Using this process we obtain 
~NO, P’N’) 
where we supose that PN’(t) starts at t=O from 0 and e,(t) = 
(ifi)- #{Mvsu~tor> and 114(N111* =C;“= 1 1qiN)(* if qcNJ = (q!N).. . qjyN))~ R3”. 
4. THE NON-LINEAR SCHR~~DINGER EQUATION 
(a) Let us start (say in R3) with the usual Schrodinger equation 
(12) 
and suppose that the potential W is created by the particle of wave 
function rj by an interaction V so that 
W(s)=j V(x-x’) It,b~‘(.x’)d~x’. (13) 
Eliminating W between (12) and (13) we obtain the “classical” non-linear 
Schriidinger equation; it is classical in the sense that it is an hamiltonian 
system (for an infinite number of degrees of freedom). Now, we can quan- 
tize (12k(13) by considering that 1+9(.x), $*(x) are operators instead of 
functions. We obtain a Heisenberg equations of motion for non-commuting 
quantities which was first derived by Jordan and Klein [4] (see also [3]). 
But in (13), we have to specify the order of /$I* = ti*II/; the idea of Jordan 
and Klein was to write #*ll/ (and not tj#*). We shall also assume that at 
time t = 0, the initial data for (12)-( 13) are the canonical operators e,-,(x) 
and e:(x) of annihilation and creation. In [4], Jordan and Klein found 
the solution of (12)-( 13) by a very remarkable linearization procedure that 
we shall now explain, 
(b) First of all, let us define completely the Fock space. We start with 
the Hilbert space H= L*(R*) of square-integrable functions; the nor- 
malized vectors in H describe the one-particle states. The N-particles states 
are described by normalized vectors in HCN’ symmetric N-power of H (or, 
in terms of wave function, symmetric square-integrable functions of 
Xl,-, -x,9 x, E R3). 
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F(H)=C@H@H”‘@ ... OH’“‘@ ..., (16) 
the sign @ being a direct sum of Hilbert spaces and in (16), C is the one 
dimensional space generated by vacuum state. 
(c) The creation operator $z( p) (creating a particle of momentum P) 
acts between HUN’ and H’” + ” by 
+0*(P) IPlY. P,N> = IP? PI?-7 P.4). ( 171 
The annihilation operator is the adjoint of $$( p) and is denoted tiO(p) 
and operates between HcN’ and H’.‘- ” for any N. We do not need its 
explicit expression now. 
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The basic elements of HtN’ are the states 
IPLY., PN) =- ho& IPd1,) x ... x IPnwJ~ (14) 
where ) pk) is the one-particle states with wave function dr’h’PA’ (Or 
6( p - pk) in Fourier transform), S, is the symmetric group in N elements 
and l/JN! is a normalizing factor. 
In momentum space the wave function of I p, ,.... piv) is 
E (71 I,“., n,v IP, ... P.v>. 
The Fock space of H is the Hilbert space 
(19 
(d) Now let us come back to the quantum N-body problem (6); call 
2; the hamiltonian on the N particles states (right side of Eq. (6)). and 
denote c”~~“*~ the propagator of (6). It is clear that ju7, and c”‘~“*,’ 
operate on symmetric functions and so operate from H’“’ into itself. The 
the solution of the Cauchy problem for ( 12)-( 13) with initial oalue I++” or $z 
is given on HtN) by the formula 
(j: =,-lll~n,n,\.+,,~,~o* leIcr;w.luv, (18) 
where the sign 0 denotes the composition of operators. 
This formula was derived by Jordan and Klein in [4] and expresses the 
equivalence between waves and particles in quantum mechanics (see also 
the mathematical appendix of the book by Heisenberg [3]). 
580 66 3.3 
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5. A PROBABILISTIC FORMULA FOR @T(p) 
(a) The formula (18) can be rewritten using our formula for the quan- 
tum N-body problem. In this way, we shall obtain a formula for II/;(p) as a 
probabilistic average on the algebra of operators. We shall denote by x the 
classical momentum space 
X= R3@(R3)2@ ... @(R3)Q ... 
of all the N-body problems. Define for N = 1 
P’)(t) = P”‘(0) for any f, P”)(O) E Iw3 
and for N > 1. P”(t) is the stochastic process that we introduced in Sec- 
tion 3; we shall also make all these P”“‘(t) independent. We have to com- 
pute the matrix elements of e-“r’n)HV+i 0$0*(p) a etrtlhbXV between the states 
I P;;;,’ p,v&nd ;,“;I;; q,v + I 1. 
again eN(t)=(ih)-#ClumPsoff’“‘uPtotlmerl and 
mN = (T) 1 p(q) dq and finally E will denote a mathematical expectation of 
everything which is random. 
(b) First we have to compute e(r’h)rXNl p,,..., pN); call cp the wave 
function of ) p, . . . pN) given by (15). By formula ( 11) we obtain 
(ewwYs$)(7C, . . . 71,w) 
Denote pj”) = pO,,,; we obtain using (15) 
(e (r/h)rXu V)(Zl ...TcN) 
= em.vr C E(e,Jf)exp( -i~f~llpl~)-lll’ds)6(“-hP’“‘(‘)p’l’)), 
0 E SN 
where 6(n - hPN’( t) - p’“‘) is an abbreviation for 
fi 6(n, -hP]“‘(r) - pie)). 
,=I 
This can be rewritten as 
(19) 
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(c) Here, n;“=, (n, 1 denotes an unsymmetric product; so 
e”l*)JuN’ ( p, ,..., pN) is the state given by the second member of the scalar 
product (19); this state is symmetric although it does not appear so; but as 
I/I,*(~) acts in a simple way only in manifestly symmetric states, we shall 
write a manifestly symmetric formula for e’rlh’XNrI~, ... p,) in the follow- 
ing way; we have inside the expectation sign E a product 
fi qlk,): 
,= I 
I we replace It by ( l/N. ) xPc S,V rI,“= , upt ,) Ik,,, ,, > and so 
But by definition 
So (20) becomes 
( I 3: 
,n, z \ 
. . . . exp -i- P’;?‘(s) - P’;?l’( t) - y 
I ) 
u!s 
I’ 
x Ipp+P’$?‘(t)h) 
,I 
(211 
/ 
(d) With this formula it is extremely easy to perform the action of 
$8 P), 
ti/o*(P)l$,...$Y) = IP, II/,....7 II/v>. 
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So (21) gives 
x I/$‘+ P)y’(r)h) . (22) 
(e) NOW we can easily compute e’XN+l”h lq, ,..., qN+ , ) by the very same 
formula as (21) except that N is replaced by N+ 1, JJ(~) by qcN), p(NJ(t) by 
p(N+“(t), eN(f) by eN+,(t) and CoESN by CrcSN+, and 0 by z. 
(f) We now have to compute the following matrix element: 
f = (ql ,..., qN+, 1 e-(r’~)rXN+l~ICIO*(p).e(rr!h’~~ jp ,,..., pN) 
If we look at formulas (22) and the analogue of (21) for N + 1 and q 
instead of p we have to compute the scalar product 
fi f (0’ 2 . . . . exp ( jl 
-i- 
2 0 
P$y’(s) - Pyy’(r) - y 
I) 
I&$?+ Pzj”‘(W 
> 
9 
which is, by definition of the scalar product on symmetric states, 
.A+, :fJ: jexp(i51ddS[/~~~~“(J)-P~~:“(r)-~12 
(a’ 2 
- P;“‘,(s) - p’“‘,(r) -b 
J h II 
x6(qb;\,+ P;y,;“(t)bpj”‘, -P,‘“‘&)fl) 
(23) 
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Then the matrix element J? is obtained by summing (23) over cr E S,y, 
TES N+I? multiplying by eN(t)eN+,(t)em”em~+“(N!(N+ l)!))’ and 
averaging over all random variables. Now it is obvious that q6;), = 4:’ “I; 
call t’ = t 0 p. We have a summation over p, T’ E S,, , which can be 
obviously reduced to (N + 1 )! xr E Sk +, and forgetting about p. We obtain 
J=(N!)~-‘e’“‘+““+“‘E eN(t)e C 6(q\r’+P\Y+Lb(f)h-p) 
TES>+\ 
clE.Se. 
(0) 2 
- P;“‘,(S)-Py,(f)-y I 1111 . (24) 
(g) Now let us recall that 
(4 IY-qN+lI $laP)IP,..‘P,v>= (q,v..?qv+, I P, PI>...? PN) 
= 2 (‘~1~(41,,,-P,~1))6(yilli-P). (25) 
r E ss + , J=2 
In (24) we have the following expression (because of the Dirac): 
(26) 
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Because of (25), this expression is 
where we denote 
A(k,,...,k,) IP,,..., p.v) = IP, -k,,..., pw-k.w) 
- s ’ P$J)(t)(Pf.$:‘,(s)- P$‘,‘,(d) ds 0 
(and q, in fact, does not depend on (r E S,). 
(h) Now define 
(29) 
x I PI )‘..F PNh (30) 
Define also, as usual, for CJ E S, 
P(N’(c’( t) = (PgJ)( t),..., P$,)( t )) 
P’N+‘)yt)=(P(lN+l’(t), P;y$:‘l(t),..., Pg$&(C). 
In (27), we can forget about (ql ,..., q,,,+ ,( to keep only the action of the 
operator on I p, ,..., pN). We then obtain the state 
/~p’~+‘)((;)ll~d~-i~S’ IIPN)(s)(12ds 
0 
- & p2t - ip I ’ PIN+ ‘)(s) ds) c exp {i : p, 1: PbY$Ji(s) ds 0 rrcstd ,=I 
N 
-‘C PI ‘P:;y:,(s)ds t,b$(p-P(IN+‘)(t)h) 
]=I I 
oA(P ‘N+ ‘“yt) - P(N’@)(t))h) 1 p, ,...) PN). 
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But this whole expansion can be rewritten as 
(i) Because we are only interested in the operator itself (and not its 
matrix elements), we can forget (pI ‘.. p,,,). Now we must remember that 
we still have to multiply by e,J t) 2,%,, ,(t) and integrate on the random 
variables. But it is clear that P, (iv”0’ has the same law as P’,“’ and P)” ‘~ ’ 1(V) 
has the same law as Pi” + ‘I, so that after taking the expectation E, we can 
suppress o E ,YV and the sign C but we have to multiply by N!. Finally we 
obtain the following result: rhe solution $T( p) of the non-linear Schrtidinger 
equation (12)-( 13) (in momentum representation) \i,ith initial data $(,*( p) 
(the canonical creation operator) is given by the probabilistic formula 
$FYp)=e ~~N+~s+l+~~.2tr)P’~~~(,Y(f)~,~+,(t)~(-p)V+Il~)* 
c BJp+“)* 2Il/o*(p)oB,(P’“‘)z A(-p;“‘j#, (32) 
brhere M-‘e recall that rile haue d$ned the operators 
~~(cr)lp,~~~p,~~)=lp,-z, 1..., p,-,x\? 
B,(P’“‘) Ip, ...P,\,j 
(28) 
(29) 
Moreover II/,(p) is gitlen by the adjoint of.formula (32 ). 
Remark. In the formula (32), we have an average (denoted E) on a 
family of operators depending on random W; the formula (32) is very 
natural and inside the expectation sign E. the operator written has a sym- 
metric and very simple structure: the action of A gives the scattering action. 
properly speaking; the action of B, is the multiplication by a phase factor 
taking into account the Feynman-Kac factor of the kinetic energy and an 
“action” factor along the stochastic trajectory. 
6. VARIATION OF THE DENSITY OPERATOR @*(p)$( p) 
(a) The operator J/*(p) Jl(p) at time t gives the number of particles 
which have momentum p at time t. It does not obey any particular 
equation, but because its meaning is natural (in particular it is a 
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measurable observable, but tj(p) and e*(p) are not), it is interesting to 
obtain a direct probabilistic expression for it. By formula (18), we have the 
formal expression 
~,*(c)o~,(p)=e-(“‘~J”No(~O*(p)oICfO(p))”e(~’~n’Jlq~ (33) 
for the operator restricted to the N-particle space H,. We apply this 
operator to a state ( pl,..., pN). 
(b) Using (21), we obtain 
. ..) P(NN) - P?)(t) - 
x (pfg+l-y(t)h) 
>} 
. 
Now we know that 
rclo( P) lk, T...? kN)= f S(p-k,) Ikl,...,kj,...,kN) 
j=l 
so that 
$8~) *O(P) Ik,m k,)= i G(p-k,)lk ,,..., k ,-,, p, k ,,..., k,v) 
J=t 
= 
( f 4p-k,,) Ik,,-v k,v). (35) 
]=I 
Applying $0*(p) Ii/,(p) to formula (34) and using (35), we obtain 
. (36) 
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(c) We must do the scalar product of this state (36) by a state 
e’“!h)HnIqt,..., qN); such a state is given by formula (34), in which we 
simply change p1 into ql and in which we change the process PfNJ(t) into 
PC”‘)(f) identical in law to PtN)(t) but independent of it. If we do this, we 
obtain 
_ py(,)pjqr)-~ 2 I) ds 6(q$ + Py”(t)h - p’“‘- PiN”h) 
(37) 
Now we denote p’ = p 0 z and we remark that PCN’@‘( t) has the same law 
as PCN’(t) itself. We can then suppress CTESN if we multiply by N! and (37) 
becomes 
6( p - p)“’ - hPj”‘(r)) 
x 6(qjP)+ P;“)(t)h - pj”‘- Pj”“(t)h). (38) 
But using (35), we see that 
. (1, >...T INI+,* $0(P) w, . ..k.v)= i 6(p-k,) c 6(1,,,,-k,). (39) 
r=l DE Sh 
We can now rewrite the expression (38) by putting D E SN on the index i 
of PiN)( t), PiN)( t) and q, (p) instead of pI; we obtain then by writing p instead 
of the product pea 
- pjN’,Cd(,) - p;W”‘(t) -; 
2 
II > 
ds 
x~(~jP’-p,+(PjN”“‘(t)- PfNMo’(t))h) II (40) 
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But because of the Dirac measures in (40), we have 
$+P, 
(p 
(N’(o)(f) = + + P~Nu’(~). 
If we take into account (39), we can rewrite this as 
(4 
x ,qjW”” 
(f)h)~~,*(~)o~,(p)GA(-p’N”“‘(t)h) Ip,,*-, PN). (41) 
Finally all this can be rewritten in an intrinsic way, and we obtain the for- 
mula 
$.3p)~tittp) =e2mNr E{eN(t) zN(t) A( -PcN’(t)h)* ’ B,(P’“‘)* 
~~O*(P)Ol(/o(P)oB,(P(N’)aA(-P(N’(t)h)}, (42) 
where we recall that PcN’(t) and pCN’(t) are two independent processes in 
(R3)“, identical in law given by the Section 3, and E denotes the total expec- 
tation over all random variables. The operators A and B, have been defined 
in Section 5 (formulas (28), (29) following formula (32)). 
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